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- In 2020, Huawei launched RuralStar Pro. It integrates baseband, radio frequency, and wireless backhaul functions into one base station. Learn how RuralStar Pro makes it possible to provide voice and mobile broadband services to people in remote villages.

- Covid-19 has caused the global economy to grind and government relief spending to soar. How does government-subsidised technology and R&D deliver both economic and social value? Head over to TECHXCHANGE for an open discussion on these topics and more.

- The collaboration of technology and conservation can help save our planet. Hear how conservation biologist Ruthmary Pilco Huaracaya uses tech in her role as a guardian of the rainforest in Costa Rica.

- How does government-subsidised technology and R&D deliver both economic and social value? The covid-19 pandemic has caused the...
Passionate conservation biologists like Ruthmary Pilco Huaracaya paired with technology like the Rainforest Guardian, help protect plants, forests and wildlife, keeping the most biodiverse regions in the world thriving. #Tech4All #WomenInSTEM